
MISSION - Our purpose at LVHS is to provide a safe, inviting and inclusive environment where we ensure that our students acquire an 

understanding of and an ability to apply skills, demonstrate character and embrace attitudes necessary for a productive and positive life. 
 

 

VISION - Our vision at LVHS is to become an exemplary community of enthusiastic life-long learners who inspire and empower each 

other to achieve excellence while embracing the journey toward informed and active world citizenship. 
 

 

COLLECTIVE COMMITMENTS - At LVHS we all commit to the following in order to work toward and to accomplish the vision: 
 

  

Model positive and productive attitudes as the foundation of each day’s achievement by: 

 

- greeting others warmly    - cooperating and collaborating   - being proactive 

- encouraging questioning    - being respectful, patient and accepting  - being enthusiastic 

- encouraging everyone to do their best  - being understanding and tolerant   - inspiring leadership  

- learning from mistakes    - developing pride in self and school   - being responsible  

       - blending traditions with innovations 

  

Maximize instructional practice by: 

 

- using all available resources       - collaborating with students and colleagues 

- engaging students in creative and active learning    - actively seeking ways to incorporate new ideas 

- incorporating a variety of effective instructional strategies    - using various information sources to assess and 

 that benefit all learners       to reflect on teaching and learning 

 

 Value positive interpersonal relationships and create an inclusive, collegial atmosphere by: 

 

- being kind and joyful        - being available      

- actively listening        - maintaining  a sense of humor    

- being nurturing         - celebrating our successes      

- participating          - being empathetic, patient and respectful    

- acting with integrity         - building and maintaining a supportive environment  

- embracing diversity        - being passionate about the craft of teaching and learning 



LVHS School Goals* 

09-10 
 

Technology 

During the 09-10 school year, 100% of the instructional staff will implement lessons utilizing technology 

 

Team Building 

During the 09-10 school year, activities will be planned for all staff to foster communication, collaboration and to 

celebrate successes. 

 

Instructional Strategies 

During the 09-10 school year, 100% of the instructional staff will participate in training targeting strategies to 

differentiate instruction. 

 

Collaboration 

During the 09-10  school year, time will be allotted quarterly, during contract hours, for the purpose of 

collaboration within teams to plan instruction, develop assessments and implement curriculum. 

 

School Culture 

During the 09-10 school year, 100% of the LVHS community will actively promote and implement LVHS’s 

MVCC daily. 

 

Student Achievement 

During the 09-10 school year, student achievement in selected targeted areas will improve by at least 10% 

 

*Developed by the leadership team using information from Faculty/Staff, Parent, and Student surveys.  

 


